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Abstract
The global warming phenomenon has had a great impact not only on the temperature patterns of
the regions, but also on the spatial-temporal patterns of the occurrence of wet and dry days. As
some areas have increased (decreased) the number of dry days, the result of these changes requires
new approaches to water management in these areas. Golestan province in northern Iran is one of
the provinces in south of Caspian Sea, where evidence suggests a decrease in precipitation days as
well as the temporal displacement of precipitation days from the cold period to the warm period of
the year. Therefore, the present study investigates the probability of occurrence of wet and dry
days based on the one-time Markov chain method, as a change of decade. Thus, in this research,
precipitation data from 197 precipitation stations for a period of 40 years from 1971 to 2010 was
used. In this study, based on the most internal consistency of different regions in terms of the
occurrence of wet and dry days, eight different spatial zones were identified. The results of this
study indicate that the continuity of the wetter periods in the eight-cluster zones of Golestan
province indication that the length of the wetter period has decreased in most months. The highest
decrease in July was on average 0.20 days per decade. However, in August, September, and
October, it reached its lowest level. In August and September, clustered zones in the eastern
regions of the province show an increase in the longer period. This indicates that during the last
decades throughout the second half of the summer, rainfall has increased in the province.

Keywords: Climatic variability, Multidecadal variation, precipitation pattern, Markov chain,
Golestan province.

1. Introduction
In recent years, due to the global warming
phenomenon and regional and local changes
in climate, in addition to rising average
temperatures, several components of climate,
including rainfall properties have gone
under considerable changes (Alexander
and Arblaster, 2009). In many areas,
the annual rainfall may have not been
much affected, but its consequences are
the observed increase in evaporation due
to warming and lack of access to water
resources or temporal displacements (from
one month to another). Most of the time,
extreme climate phenomena such as
the occurrence of wet and dry days cannot
be determined. From the statistical point
of view, they are considered as part
of random processes. However, the
prediction of the occurrence of such
atmospheric phenomena is not easy
and possible (Orosa et al., 2014). It needs
to be explained that access to correct data
*Corresponding author:

and past periods of atmospheric factors is
an effective factor in the prediction of
these atmospheric events. For this purpose,
the prediction of dry (wet) periods based
on the identification of historical temperature
data of a station can provide an example
for understanding climate change. Overall,
it is possible to predict climatic phenomena
based on both statistical and dynamic
methods. The other set of predictive models
is statistical models that do not explicitly
focus on the physics of the underlying
phenomenon and only emphasize the
relationship between inputs and outputs.
These batch models excel in the ease of
use of previous models. Although the general
impression is that the results of dynamic
models are superior to statistical models,
this proposition is not always correct, and
it depends on the recognition of
the governing physical laws, the model's
perception and the resolution of the model.
a.ghangherme@gu.ac.ir
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For this reason, the use of second-generation
models is inevitable in some cases. In
general, because of the complexity,
timeliness, economical considerations and
sometimes their need for supercomputers
to implement dynamic models, researchers
have welcomed the use of statistical methods
due to the ease and requiring less time
and costs (Wilby and Dawson, 2007;
Kallache et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2012;
Roshan et al., 2013a; Roshan et al., 2013b;
Sillmann et al., 2013; Farajzadeh et al.,
2014). According to probability rules, some
random phenomena have a greater chance
of occurring, while the odds of occurring
are somewhat lower. In addition, sometimes
only one of the modes can occur
in the n mode, while none of the modes
can take precedence over other modes
(Mandal et al., 2015; Sonnadara and
Jayewardene, 2015; Cindrić et al., 2010).
A proper model is required to calculate
the chance of occurrence of the events.
Examining these uncertain states is
probability knowledge. Time-series methods,
especially the Markov chain, are among
the
probabilistic
prediction
methods
(Privault, 2013). The Markov chain, with
a simple mathematical method (such
as multiplication of arrays), makes solving
the probabilities associated with dependent
processes very easy. The Markov chain
model (MCM) has two advantages over
other methods: first, predictions are
immediately available after observation;
second, they require minimal computing
procedure after processing the meteorological
data (Cindrić et al., 2010; Mandal et al. 2015;
Sonnadara and Jayewardene 2015).
MCM is one of the most suitable and
practical models of statistical forecasting in
atmospheric sciences, which has attracted
the attention of researchers in recent years.
Various studies have been performed on the
use of McMinn determining the probability
of rainfall and droughts both around the
world and in Iran. Among them, the results of
the research by Hejazizadeh and Shirkhani
(2005) have predicted the droughts and shortterm dry periods of Khorasan province. They
concluded that most of the monthly
differences and differences among stations
could be identified in the study of the
return periods of long-term dry periods,

because the occurrence of short-term periods
in almost all parts of the province shows
similar trends. Daryabari (2006), using
a matrix model for the probability
of experimental transfer, predicted drought
in 26 meteorological stations in Iran
and stated that by using the base year's
rainfall, it was possible to predict up to 5
years. Asakereh (2008) examined the
persistence and continuity of rainy days in
Tabriz city using MCM and then estimated
persistent probability and daily return period
of each of the two rainfall-drought states.
Asakereh et al. (2010) studied the probability
of occurrence of dry days in Golestan
province using the MCM in 51 weather
stations within a 20-year statistical period
and concluded that spatial variations of
the probability of occurrence of dry day
in the province were not significant.
Moreover, with the increase of precipitation
thresholds for the dry day, the probability
of occurrence of dry day increased and
its spatial differences decreased. Eyvazi et al.
(2012) examined the drought in Golestan
province using seven stations in 30 years
in a probabilistic framework, which included
the evaluation of the statistical behavior
of the SPI drought index using the first-order,
three-mode Markov model, for wet, normal
and drought years. Their results indicated
that the persistent probability, the average
continuous-time and the frequency of
drought were different in different regions of
the province. Khadr (2015) predicted
the meteorological drought of the Neil
Blue watershed in Ethiopia using the MCM,
and the result of the model performance
showed that predicted and observational
data had similar characteristics in terms
of time series in different states. Moreover,
the relative performance of the prediction
model showed that in the developed state,
it was able to detect events and non-events.
Khorshiddoost and Fakhari (2016) worked
on the probability of continuity and
persistence of rainy days in southwestern
Iran using the MCM and showed that
the lowest probability of precipitation was
in the flat areas and the highest probability
was in Mountainous areas. He postulated
that the most probable occurrence of
rainy days was in the spring. Javan (2016)
studied the persistence of rainy days in
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the Urmia Lake basin using the Markov
chain for seven stations in 20 years
and concluded that the average daily
precipitation duration in the studied
basin was about 2 days. Tan et al. (2014)
studied the multidecadal variability of daily
monsoon rainfall of the northeastern
Malaysian Peninsula using the hidden
Markov model and concluded that
the Markov model was able to identify
the behavior of the large-scale rainfall
phenomena. Yoo et al. (2016) examined
the effect of climate change on daily rainfall,
especially on the average number of wet
days and average rainfall intensity, and
concluded that increasing or decreasing
the number of rainfall days to justify changes
in the amount of monthly precipitation
alone was not justifiable. However, it was
justifiable by changes in precipitation
severity. At Seoul's sampling station, it
was determined that rainy days account
for 30% and rainfall intensity accounted for
70% of the total variation. In recent years,
in Golestan province, given the bulk of
studies conducted, it is shown that
the changes in the intensity of precipitation
were not significant relative to temperature
or evaporation increases. On the other
hand, there is evidences that rainy days
are decreasing and the temporal displacement
of rainy days from the cold period to
the warm period of the year is raised
(Ghanghermeh et al., 2016). Mostafazadeh
et al. (2016) studied monthly wet and
dry spell using power laws in Golestan
province and their results show that
the number of low rainfall periods is higher
than the high rainfall in all stations studied.
In addition, in periods of three consecutive
months and longer, the number of
low rainfall periods at stations northwest
and north of the province is higher than
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the rainy season. Mostafazdeh et al.
(2017) analyzed spatial and temporal
variations
of
monthly
precipitation
in Golestan province using fractal
dimensions. They concluded that the number
of consecutive dry-wet months has decreased
over a longer time scale (months). The
analysis of fractal dimension showed that
the dry periods have a lower frequency.
Besides, the intensity of wet durations
is higher in central and eastern parts of
the study area, while the western part of
the Golestan province had experienced more
persistent wet periods.
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to
evaluate the spatial-temporal variations of
Markov rainfall characteristics in Golestan
province for 40 years with a decade scale. It
has to be explained that despite various
climatic studies that have used the Markov
chain model throughout Iran, the perspective
of studying the decade-long variations of the
one-time Markov chain probability is done
for first time in Iran.
2. Data and methods
Golestan province, due to its location in the
southeast of the Caspian Sea, neighboring the
Karakum desert (in Turkmenistan), as well as
the west-east extension of the Alborz
Mountains in the southern part of the
province has a diverse climate. According to
these conditions, the annual rainfall in
Golestan province varies between 150 and
750 mm. In this study, the data of 197
stations were used to accomplish the research
objectives, of which 110 stations data were
extracted
from
the
Meteorological
Organization and 89 ones from the Ministry
of Energy (Figure 1). The length of the study
period included the daily rainfall data for a
period of 40 years, which was selected from
1971 to 2010.
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Figure 1. Disstribution map of
o Golestan province rain gaug
ge stations.

In this research,
r
ran
ndom analysiis of Markovv
chain w
was run to investiggate rainfalll
variability in Golesttan provincee in temporaal
T
foor this studyy
and spattial terms. Therefore,
and use of first-ord
der Markov chain, fouur
conditionns were taken intto accountt.
However, it must be explainned that thee
characteristics of thhe rainy dayys were firsst
described tentatively, and thhen Markovv
componeents were caalculated. Thee first step inn
this taskk is to determ
mine the probbability valuee
from one to all possible modes.
m
Thee
o the Markoov chain cann
probability matrix of
be writteen for the fiirst order: inn this matrix
x,
dry day is shown with
w (0) and the wet dayy
with (11). The syymbol P11 means thee
probability of a wet day
d after anoother wet dayy
P00 indicatees the probabbility of a dryy
and the P
day afterr a dry day. In order to use
u the abovee
matrix inn the subsequuent calculattions, p and q
were repplacing as fo
ollows (Hejaazizadeh andd
Shirkhanni, 2005):
=

1−
1−

=

,

=

(1))

By idenntifying thee matrix ellements, thee
probability of tran
nsferring soome of thee
importannt characteriistics of thee observationn
series, such as clim
matic probabiility, wetness
w and dryy
and dryyness, the expected wet

s
perriods in each month, and the simple
proobabilities off dryness and
a
wetness were
obtained. Thenn the Markov
v features inn four
deccades of 19770s, 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s
werre estimated in Golestan province. Inn order
to analyze
a
thesee probabilitiees and to com
mpare
the time and place
p
of it, according tto the
w
regard tto the
calcculations caarried out with
most internal consistency, the zoningg was
A
soft
ftware,
donne. To do this, in ArcGIS
Muultivariate function
f
annd ISO Cluster
C
Unssupervised Classificatiion sub-funnction
werre used.
It should be noted that in this research,
have
p
twoo different temporal perspectives
beeen used to study wet and dry peeriods.
In the first meethod, for thhe whole 400-year
mponents of the Markov chain
perriod, the com
werre studied. In the second meethod,
to determine the changges in wett and
d
were diivided
dryy periods, thee statistical data
intoo four peeriods of ten years, and
thenn Markov changes
c
werre studied foor dry
to wet (the constant probabilityy of
d
and wet
w to
the occurrencee of wet day)
he occurrennce of
dryy (the probaability of th
dryy day) co
onditions (H
Hejazizadeh and
Shiirkhani, 20055; Daryabarii, 2006; Asakkereh,
20008). The Flow
wchart of thee method is sshown
in Figure
F
2.
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Estimation of probability and
Markov variation of wet and dry
days

Selection of rain-gage stations

Assessing the quantity and quality of
data

Recovering deficiency data

Mapping the rainfall days

Determining Markov Probabilities

Dry day with (0) and wet day with (1)

Probability of transfer of climatic
characteristics
Expected wet and dry period

=

1

,

=

Stable probability of wet and dry
occurrence

1

0=

,

1=

Determining the average wet and dry days per
month

=

×

=

−

, r=n×π

Zoning the possibility of transferring dry climate characteristics in (the
Multivariate function and the sub-function of the Iso Cluster
Unsupervised Classification)

The production of Raster layers of the stable probability of dry and wet
days in 12 months (a total of 24 layers) in the Geostatistical analysis

The clustering of the Raster layers of the stable probability using
Multivariate spatial statistics function and the sub-function of the Iso
Cluster Unsupervised Classification in ArcGis

Generating a multidecadal variation of
the expected wet and dry period in 40
years

Generating a multidecadal variation of
the stable probability of the occurrence

of wet and dry days in 40 years

Evaluation of the findings
and conclusions
Figure 2. Flowchart of research methodology.
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3. Resullts
3-1. F
Frequency of occu
urrence of
precipitation day
ys and its
i
40-yearr
age
variability percenta
In this part of thee research, the averagee
frequenccy of the occurrence of rainfalll
days for each month in the province is shownn
v
is
and, on the other hand, its variability
monitoreed based on the CV indeex. Howeverr,
the aveerage daily
y rainfall in
i Golestann
provincee, as shown in Fig. 3, indicates
i
thaat
most off the precipittation days occur in thee
highlandds, and the lowest in the northernn
areas oof the provvince adjaccent to thee

Turrkmen deserrt. The investigation of rainy
dayys in monthlly time scale shows thaat, the
aveerage precipitation days are
a more thaan 6 to
9 days
d
and evenn more than 9 from Deceember
to A
April, while in other mo
onths, the treend of
precipitation daays is reducced. Interesttingly,
t
years had
h
the non-rainy
no month of the
y of the 40-yyear variabillity of
dayys. The study
precipitation daays shows thaat from Deceember
A
the average precippitation days in the
to April,
proovince are more
m
than 30
3 to 50 peercent,
whiile in the otther months it is between 50
perrcent and 70 percent in most areas of
o the
proovince.

F
Figure
3. Mapss of rainy days and
a coefficient of variability of
o rainy days.
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P01

P00

January

P10

February

P11

probability of occurreence, with 12648.9,
4485.1 and 11220.8 km
m2 covers
16321.2, 14
the largest area
a
of the province. In condition
c
P11, Januaary, Februaary, Marchh, May,
N
November
a Decembeer accountedd for 45%
and
of the pro
obability of occurrencee in the
Golestan province withh the highestt area of
12929.1, 16199.3, 10689.0, 7295.4, 11581.1
and 16259.55 km2, respeectively. Whhereas in
June, July, August,
A
Sepptember and October,
35% of thee probabilityy of occurreence was
7383.9, 10
0447.1, 119920.8, 93800.8 and
15504.4 km2 respectively
y. In total, thhe results
of the ab
bove study indicate that
t
the
conditional probability of
o the P00 state,
s
dry
ur spatially with the
to dry, is liikely to occu
highest inciidence in th
he northernn regions
and has decreased to thee mountainoous areas,
mporal termss, during thhe warm
and in tem
season, it has
h the hig
ghest frequeency and
the frequenccy of its occurrence in the cold
season
d
decreases.
This
coonditional
probability also
a
shows that
t
the phennomenon
of drought intensifies when preccipitation
W
P11 mode,
m
i.e. wet-to-wet
w
decreases. While
mode, is thee exact oppoosite of the previous
state. Becau
use both in spatial term
ms, in the
southern reggions and in
n mountainoous areas,
and in tempporal terms inn the cold periods
p
of
the year, thhe probabilitty of its occcurrence
increases due
d
to th
he arrival of the
precipitation
n systems.

March

3-2. The resu
ults of Markov
M
ch
hain
conditional prob
bability statees
The conditional probability of a first-order
or P00 and P01 modes is
Markkov chain fo
assessed based onn 100 1-p annd p modes and
P10 and P111 based on 100 q and 1-q
for P
modees. Accordin
ngly, each P00 and P01 are
expeccted to be 1000% and P100 and P11 to
o be
100%
% as well. As
A shown in Fig. 4, diffeerent
condiitions of the Markoov conditioonal
probaabilities are illustrated on a monnthly
basis. In this interrpretation, onnly two P00 and
o
P11 sstates are considered, altthough the other
two modes are inverse off their previious
b noted thatt the zoning map
m
statess. It should be
of thee events of each of the foour scenarioss has
been generated for
f differentt months off the
w
year, so that everry zone shows that in what
perceent of the moonths, one off the four moodes
has bbeen experieenced. At P00 condition
n in
differrent months, the area of ddifferent regiions
of Goolestan province varies aaccording too the
probaability of occurrence, as
a can be seen
s
from Fig. 4, in January,
J
Aprril and May the
85% probability of occurrennce is 163221.2,
w
the highest
15301.1 and 165525.2 km2 with
y. Whereas February,
F
Maarch,
area, respectively
a
fo 75% of the
for
and December accounted
w
the larrgest
probaability of occcurrence, with
area of the provin
nce being 122444.9, 1652
25.2
and 110608.8 km2, respectiveely. Whereass, in
June, July, Augu
ust, and September, the 95%
9
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P01
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December
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Figurre 4. Markov quuadratic conditiional probabilityy maps for diffferent months off the year..

cluster. Ho
owever, thhe highest annual
precipitation
n is in the seccond cluster zone and
the lowest inn the eighth cluster
c
(Fig. 5).
Accordinglyy, the map off constant prrobability
of wet days is shown in
n Figure 6. As
A can be
bility is seen in April,
seen, the higghest probab
May, Deceember, Januuary, Februuary and
March. On the
t other han
nd, the probaability of
occurrence is very low
w during thhe warm
period. Thee constant probability of the
occurrence of
o wet days is determinned at the
province level
l
accorrding to Fig. 6.
Geographicaally, the loweest probabilitty is seen
in cluster 8 and the highhest in clusteers 1 and
2. However, according to this diaggram, the
probability values forr each moonth are
d
cluusters, as in April,
A
the
different in different
highest frequuency is obseerved in clusster 2 and
the lowest in
i cluster 7, while in May,
M
the
highest is in
n cluster 1 and the low
west is in
cluster 7.

3-3. C
Climatic proobability
In this studyy, climaticc probabiliities
o determinne the stable
are defined to
probaability of thhe occurrennce of wet day
and tthe stable prrobability off the occurreence
of ddry day. Inn order too analyze this
probaability and compare its
i spatial and
tempooral terms with reespect to the
calcuulations perfo
formed, first, spatial zon
ning
with the highestt internal consistency
c
was
mined, theen spatial and tempporal
determ
compparisons of Markov
M
com
mponents in the
proviince based on
o it were evaluated. Baased
on thhe zoning, eight zonees in Golestan
proviince were identified in terms of
precippitation charracteristics, which
w
are soome
of thhe major geo
ographical features
f
of each
e
zone:: The highesst number off days with 139
days in eighth cluster, 17330 m high and
lowesst the numbber of rainyy days, withh 82
days a year, is in the lowest zone,
z
the seveenth

Table 1. Major geographic features
f
of clusttered zones in Golestan
G
provinnce.

Zonning

Elevaation (m)

Rain (mm)

CV%-Raiin

Numbber of rainy days
d

CV
V%- day

Clusster 1

17
730.06

674.23

35.97

139.11

5.13

Clusster 2

714.05

708.53

40.33

120.17

4.78

Clusster 3

722.82

576.96

37.02

115.27

5.19

Clusster 4

45.88
4

500.45

30.24

99.91

4.38

Clusster 5

434.74

445.88

29.79

106.06

5.41

Clusster 6

296.63

339.09

24.81

85.91

4.72

Clusster 7

2.03

412.99

28.30

82.06

3.92

Clusster 8

40.90
4

297.70

21.04

91.17

4.65
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. a) The stable probability
p
of the
t occurrence of wet days inn a 40-year perriod. b) The staable probabilityy of the
occurrence of dry days in a 40-year period.

Fiigure 6. Climattic probabilitiess of stable probability of the occcurrence of weet days in Golesstan province.

As show
wn in Fig. 5b,
5 the stablee probabilityy
map of the
t dry day occurrence
o
shhows that thee
highest frequency
f
iss in the warm
m months of
the yearr, while it iss less likelyy to occur inn
cold weaather. Accorrding to Fig.. 7, the tablee
diagram of the staable probabbility of thee
occurrennce of the dry day shhows that inn
cluster 1 and 2, theree is the lowesst probabilityy
of occurrrence and inn clusters 6 and 8, theree
are the hhighest probbability of occurrence
o
of
dry day. Like the stable
s
wet mode,
m
in thee
wever, accorrding to this
stable drry state, how
chart, pprobability values
v
vary in differennt
clusters per month. As
A an exampple, in Aprill,

the lowest frequuency is obsserved in cluuster 2
andd the highestt is in clusterr 7, while in May,
the lowest is in cluster 1 annd the highesst is in
clusster 7.
3-44. Monthly dry
d and wet periods
Thee dry and wet
w periods of
o each monnth, or
the expected drry and wet peeriods, includde the
mber of dry or
o wet days, or the durattion of
num
the period. Acccording to Fig. 8a, the diaagram
mapp shows thatt the longest dry periods occur
in summer moonths, and during coldd and
precipitation peeriods of the year, the lenngth of
v
short. Acccording to Fig.
F 9,
dryy periods is very
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the diiagram show
ws that the hiighest contin
nuity
in thee occurrencee of dry dayss is in clusteers 6
and 8.
8 In these cluusters, especcially in July and
Auguust, the lenggth of the ddry period lasts
l
more than 20 days per month,
m
and the
slighttest continuation in thee occurrencee of
dry ddays is obserrved in mounntainous clussters
1 and 2. In thee warm timees of the year,
y
a
Augustt, the averrage
nameely July and
continnuity is less than 11.5 days. In
concllusion, as we
w move tow
wards the clu
uster
areas in the norttheast of thhe province, the
lengthh of dry peeriod increases, and as we
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move towaards the sou
uthern and western
mountainouss regions, thee length of dry
d period
reduces for all
a months.
Also, Fig. 8b
8 chart maap shows thee longest
periods occuur during the colder montths of the
year. Accord
ding to this figure, in almost
a
all
cluster zonees in April, May, Februuary and
March, the wet period is longer thhan other
months. Figg. 10 also shhows that thee highest
duration of occurrence of more dayys occurs
r
of
in clusters 1 and 2, with an average rainfall
wo days estim
mated in Appril, May,
more than tw
February andd March.

Figure 7. Cliimatic probabiliity of the stablee probability of the occurrence of dry day in Golestan
G
provinnce.

(a)

(b)

Figuree 8. a) The leng
gth of dry periood in each monnth or the expeccted length of dry
d period in 122 months; b) Thhe length of
wet periodd in each monthh or the expected length of wett period in 12 months.
m
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Figure 9. The continuityy of dry period per month or the expected leength of dry peeriod in 12 monnths and for the study
clusters.

Figure 100. The diagram of the continuitty of wet period
d per month or the expected leength of wet peeriod in 12 monnths and
for the study clusters

3-5. Tem
mporal and
d spatial variations
v
of
dry and
d wet days
We inveestigated thee continuity variations of
dry andd wet days in the fourr decades of
1970s, 11980s, 1990ss, and 2000ss in Golestann
provincee. It seem
ms that thhe temporaal
continuitty of dry days and tthe temporaal

w days are considered to be
conntinuity of wet
the best criteriia for the Markov
M
chaain to
deteermine the variation off the precipiitation
cyccle in tempo
oral-spatial teerms. On thhe one
hannd, it shows the temporall continuity for an
aveerage dry cycle with preecipitation, and
a on
the other hand, its spatial variability in
i the
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proviince, accordiing to the cluster maps can
be invvestigated. Therefore,
T
at this stage off the
reseaarch, the conntinuity of drry and wet days
d
calcuulated with the
t Markov chain has been
b
comppared for decades. IIn this stu
udy,
multiidecadal variiations are inn fact the mean
m
of tenn years of ch
hange over thhe past 40 yeaars.
dal variation
ns of tempooral
3-6. Multidecad
d
and wet
w
periodss in
contiinuity in dry
Golesstan provincce
Figurres 11a and
d 12 show that the four

(a)
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decades of dry period continuity
c
accross the
eight clusterr zones indiccate the leastt changes
in April, December,
D
Feebruary, andd March.
However, frrom June to September, changes
in the persisstence of thee dry period are most
pronounced.. These chhanges in July in
clusters 2 an
nd 3 resulted in a decreasse of 1.05
and 2.89 days,
d
respectively. In the
t
same
month, clustter 8 increased to 5.84 days. In
June, clusteers 4, 5, an
nd 6 increassed 3.14,
3.21, and 6.92 days, resspectively, duuring the
dry period.

(b)

Figuree 11. a) Averagge multidecadal variations of the length of dry
d periods in Golestan
G
provinnce in the last 40
4 years. b)
Average multidecadal
m
vaariations of the length of wet periods
p
in Golesstan province inn the last 40 yeaars

Figuree 12. Table diaggram of the feaatures of multiddecadal variationns of the dry peeriods in Golestan province inn the last 40
years
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It is alsoo shown in Figures 11bb and 13 thaat
in Aprill, all the clu
usters but cluster
c
7 hadd
a decreaase in the wet period, witth an averagee
of 0.155 days and
d the higheest decreasee
in clustter 1 being
g 0.31 dayys. In May
y,
the aveerage decreaase in the wet periodd
was 0.13 days per decade andd the highesst
was obseerved in clusster 2 equal to 0.25 dayss.
In June and July, the averagee wet periodd
decline is 0.08 andd 0.20 days per decadee,
A
andd
respectivvely. Wherreas in August
Septembber, the duraation of thee wet periodd
in clusteers 2, 3, 5 and
a 6 shows an increasee.
This inndicates thatt in the last
l
decades
during the second half of the
t
summerr,
d.
the rainnfall in the province haas increased
In summ
mary, it cann be concluuded that inn
August, September and Octobeer, there aree
only sligght changes in the lengtth of the weet
season bbut also in the eastern part of thee
provincee, indicating
g the tempooral shift of
precipitaation from cold monthhs to warm
m
months.
ussion and coonclusion
4. Discu
The pressent research
h sought to detect
d
spatiaal
and tempporal variatiions in the occurrence
o
of
wet and dry days in Golestan prrovince usingg
ov chain method.
m
Ann
a one-oorder Marko
examinaation of thee 40-year variability
v
of
precipitaation days suggests that thee

v
for this compponent
coeefficient of variation
varries between 30% and 500% for Deceember
to May,
M
while in other months this figgure is
betw
ween 50% and
a 70% in most areas oof the
proovince. The results of thhis study shhowed
thatt the highestt frequency of dry condditions
is related
r
to drry to dry co
ondition (P00), so
thatt the frequen
ncy of its occurrence iss even
more than 90%
% in June to
t Septembeer for
me areas of
o the provvince. Whiile in
som
Deccember to March,
M
the maaximum frequency
is up
u to 70%, that
t
is, in th
he cold months of
the year, the freequency of occurrence
o
oof this
conndition decreeases. Also, the probabillity of
wett-to-wet evennt (P11) in some
s
areas of
o the
proovince is evven reachinng 30% foor the
months of Febrruary to Maay, while in other
p
months of the year, the probability
of its
he followingg, the
occcurrence is low. In th
resuults of the prresent study on the condiitional
proobability of the
t Markov chain
c
showeed that
the maximum
m spatial probabilityy of
t P00 conndition belonngs to
occcurrence of the
the northern arreas of the province, whose
w
m
valuue decreases to the mountainous
areas.
Thiis is in line with the reesearch resuults of
Khoorshiddoost and Fakhhari, (20166) in
souuthwestern Iran,
I
in thee way that they
conncluded that moving to mountainous
m
areas
reduces the proobability of occurrence of
o the
P000 condition.

Figure 133. Table diagram
m of multidecaadal variations of the length of wet periods in Golestan province in the last 40
years.
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In addition, the temporal pattern of the P00
condition is the highest in the warm period of
the year and with the lowest probability of
occurrence in the cold period. This state of
conditional probability shows that the
phenomenon of dryness intensifies when
precipitation decreases. While in the P11
condition, wet to wet mode, is the exact
opposite of the previous state, so that both in
spatial terms, in the southern regions and in
mountainous regions, is high in its
occurrence, and also in temporal terms,
during the cold period due to the arrival of
the precipitation systems, the probability of
occurrence increases.
In this study, the maximum constant
probability of occurrence of wet days is more
likely to occur in April and May, as well as
in December, January, February, and March,
and that the probability of occurrence is very
low during the warm period. Geographically,
the least likely occurrence of this probability
is seen in cluster 8 and the highest in clusters
1 and 2. However, the constant probability of
the occurrence of a dry day also indicates that
the highest frequency is in the warm months
of the year, while it is less likely to occur in
cold periods. In clusters 1 and 2, the lowest
probability of occurrence and in clusters 6
and 8, the highest probability of occurring of
the dry day are observed. However, the
results showed that the maximum duration of
the dry period in the warm months of the
year and its minimum occurrence for the cold
period of the year is due to the arrival of the
precipitation systems. The decrease in
summer precipitation chiefly depends on
retreating Westerly's (Alijani, 1996). In
general, as we move towards cluster areas in
the northeastern part of the province, the
length of dry period increases, and as we
move towards the southern and western
mountainous regions, the dry period is
reduced throughout the months. This result is
different from those of the study by Asakareh
and Mazini (2010), because the results of
their study showed that spatial variations of
the probability of occurrence of dry day in
the province are not significant. However,
perhaps one of the factors in the
inconsistencies of the results of this research
with the present study is the lack of fit and
consistency during the statistical period and
the number of study stations. Because in the
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study conducted by Asakareh and Mazini
(2010), the length of the study period was
merely 20 years and only on 51 stations.
However, many studies for Iran and the
various regions of the world show the
temporal-spatial variability of rainfall for
recent decades.
Based on the overall conclusion of this study,
it was found that the Markov chain has
properly been able to provide reasonable
estimates of the probabilities and spatialtemporal variability of the wet and dry days
according to the region's reality.
Similar to the results obtained in this study,
for many other studies using the Markov
method, the validity and acceptability of the
results of this method are apparent
(Hejazizadeh
and
Shirkhani,
2005;
Daryabari, 2006; Asakereh, 2008; Asadah et
al., 2010; Javan, 2016; Roshan and Nastos,
2018). Multidecadal variations of the
temporal continuity of dry periods at the
eight cluster areas indicate considerable
spatial-temporal variations at the provincial
level. In general, during the last 40 years,
almost all months and clusters have grown
over the dry period, but the slightest changes
are in the months of April, December,
February, March, and the most changes are
from June to September. On the other hand,
the findings showed that the length of dry
periods is more pronounced for northern
areas of the province. Also, the multidecadal
variability of temporal continuity period of
wet periods in Golestan province indicates
that in most months and most study clusters,
the length of wet period is declining.
Therefore, it can be concluded that in
August, September and October, the lowest
variability in the decline of the length of wet
period, but its increase in eastern regions is
seen. This suggests a shift in precipitation
from cold months to hot months.
The variability of the precipitation model is
not concentrated solely for the southern
Caspian Sea, but for the northern parts of the
Caspian Sea, spatial and temporal variations
in the pattern of extreme precipitation
occurrences indicate that these patterns have
changed for the recent decades.
The most important solutions to mitigate the
effects of atmospheric hazards, such as
drought, are to develop early warning
systems. Although there are differences in
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drought alert systems due to the variety of
data used, but similar to all these alert
systems, drought monitoring is an essential
first step in their design. Therefore, in order
to develop drought-warning systems, a good
understanding of the temporal-spatial
distribution of precipitation events plays an
important role in this process. So the results
of this study can be used as a preliminary
study in designing drought-warning systems
in Golestan province.
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